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SUMMARY

It is possible to obtain infonnation on fire spread as affected by the

attendanoe of the brigades from the statistios'of the fires reported by the

fir.e briga~es. The long te:t'Dl implication for building regulations of

these new uses of the statistical data ~ be fundamental since at present

the requirements for the fire resistance of structures do not allow for the

presence of the brigade - Le. they are based on burn out under free 0
burning. The paper desoribes the concepts employed, oonoepts whioh late~

will be refined by relating them to a probabalistio model of fire spread.

Even wit~out this~ however, some interesting results oan be obtained.

Firstly, the mean probability that a fire spreads out of a compartment
-·1in a non-residential building is about 0,,02 min ,the order of magnitude to

be expeoted where f'i re resistance is oommonly 30 or 60 mins. Seoondly, the

probabil:1.ty that fires in these buildings built since 1950 spread out of the

room of origin is vi~tua.lly the same as for older buildings though there is

a lower chanoe of sprea.ding upwards and a higher ohanoe of spreadiI18 sidewa.ys.

Aleo an effeot of attendanoe time differenoes on the chance of sprea.d

has been found for at least one type of building.
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THE SffiEAD OF FIRE IN BUILDINGS: A STATISTICAL APPROACH

by

P. H. Thomas

INTRODUCTION

Each year in' the "U.K. Fire Statistios~ there are data on the spread of

fire in buildings under the oategories llsted in Table 1. This paper attempts

to employ some of these together with data for the oontrol time, i.e. the time

after arrival at which the "stop'" message is sent,' to explore their possible

u till ty and signifioanoe.

The number of fires whioh spread beyond the but.Ldf.ng of origin, oategories

10-17, (or were "unknown") was less than 5 per oent of the total in 1963, though

th~ proportion is higher for agrioultlu'al, forestry, fishing, private sheds,

garages, and oonstruotion. We shall not disouss these further here, where the

immediate interest is in the spread wi thin the building -from room to room.

Exoluding fires in buildings oontaining only one' oompartment (category 6) and

in categories 1, 2 and 3, where the fires generally do not affeot the integrity

of the structure what are the ohanoes that fire spreads £'rom the room of origin,

in particular what are the ohanoes of spreading ~pwards and sideways? The

reason for posing these questions first is that .these are perhaps the most

readily answerable general questions regarding the'. spread of fire in a building,

and from the point of view of the fire resilitanoe of the s truotur-e tile most

important.

We cannot answer these questions e;plloitlj from the data as given in "U,K.

Fire Statistics":, beoause data for multi and single-storey buildings are not

given separately (though they are available and in later studies they will be

used separately), but if we provisionally assume that the risks of spreading

sideways and upwards in a single storey building, (upwards,' through the roof)

are, respeotively, the same as in a multi-storey building, we can. The

argument ~.s as folJ.ovis.

Consider categories 4, 5, 7 and Band let any set of numbers of fires for

a particular oategory (doQupanoy, oontrol time etc.) be.A, B, C and D. Let

A1 be the number of fires oonfined to the room' of origin in single-storey

buildings, and A2 the oorresponding number in multi-storey buildings.

Then , .

(



Let h. be the p~bability, given ~hat the fire has spread beyond the item

firs.!. ignited, that it has spread upward by..the time the fire is controlled

and fs the correspondiIl€i p:r;-obab~~it~·t.ha~>i~"·.h~.{Bpread sideways. We then
. . ~.; ~ ..

have for single storey b:uildings'
'~ . ., .

r

The bar over fl..
all fires at the

C + Af

andli denotes.all ~~~.d~ratio:ns,
time of arrival. of the brigade •.

Y, ','

For multi-storey buildings' we have'

i.e. the probability for

A
2

'l':B-+-.""':D=:--+~·~A-2 =

'..

B '''~.' A' = (1 - ~~).is:·....":: ':'+ .: + . 2 'p..r ," '. " ' .

( B + C + D ') and q
A + .B + C 4: D r~

D
B + D

__ .-.-ro:' . " ',"_.-. ~ < : •• ~~.,' .~. •

These four equations dete~ne f~ , r~.· :;·'>..'~~!j~··f2· and give
:. . ." j ."" •• :' ",' ".' «, ~ ~ •

i: '~.:: ~ . -+'.: " r

.Af:' C, ".;......;'.,.:..;. '.:

,A; =B + D'= a,: '.<... ,.:~J<.
.·~;·;.'··'~:t~ ;·~C ~ D) .

= \A(D.+B).' +.B(B+ C + n)
.,' .

the equations for Ai and A2 are -aquivalent. t~ 'writing the obvaous s,

A
= A + B + C +'D( 1 - r~)" (1 - T~ )

It should be noted that neither 1",)~~ ··r~ <:~~:fer to the room of origin.

It is not possible (see AppendiX) to separate'siq..ewaya and upwards spread out

of the room of origin though ol~arly tlJ,Ei.b¥tioeof such spread is ..

.-

...

...
• • 1 i., '. ~

and for small values of' either1...... or fs.· this i's roughly ~ + fJ ..
For some years' the reoords giv~A1 and A2 separately and it is not

then necessary to assume that fires break' through the roof of single-storey

buildings as readily as from one floo~~to another in multi-storey buildings •.. ",
~- .' . ';' . '\ ~ .
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Even then, however, the assumption that both t-\~ and f'.t differ between

single-stor~~and multi-storey bui.ldings, would give four quanti ties, viz,

two sets of \,. and ~ , t~be determined from three, the ratios formed

from A1, A2, B and 6: (r.... and rs can be determined separately for

multi-storey buiLd'Ing s but not for single-storey buildings; for the,'e only

-~ can be obtained).
"\

At this stage of the investigation we shall assume only one pair of

values for ;D.... and ~.s. Beoause the ratio A
1/A2 estimates a ratio for

whi.ch actual data exist a check has been made that there is good agreement

for the data as a whole. __

The probabili ties p" and &.-
Table 2 shows the overall values of p.., and fJ for the 1965 data and the

values for "agriculture" forestry and fishing" are obviously high, perhaps-,
because the attendance times in rural areas are longer than those in urban

areas. Di.f'f'er-ences between different occupancies are clearJy of interest,

and may reflect differences in the type and amounts of fuel, cons cruc t.t.on

and regulations eto., but these variations between occupancf.es i!J<;0Tporate

variations in fire-fighting time as well. The differences 'in b.... from year
J .

to year are not marked, see Table 3.

Allowance for control time variation

Values of A, B, C, D, for fires in non-residential buildings (categories

1-20) in 1963 have been classified according to the control time 'T' and
I '

these were grouped into interval s of 5 minutes. Values.::...f r,~I 'O.... :r:
and P~.,' were then evaluated in the same way as for fit, r" and fJ f'or

each time Lnter-vaL, The results for ~,T. are given in Fig, (1) and ~",.T

and \Q~- are given in Fig. (2A) and, (2B) for two large groups of cc cupancy .

i~: high correlation, close to a proportionality between f'KT..J R.T. ,r~·T
and T up to at least 20 min is remarkable. When the number of fires

becomes smaller at long times, the curves become irregular, but in the

first 20-30 min one can define a value for a constant of proportionali.ty.

One can obtain' ~:r: ,~",T: and p~ -;r. rising' with T, for 'two quite

different reasons.

Consider the group of fires whioh the brigade fight for a particuJ a r

time T. If it were possible '1:0 evaluate anyone of these probabilities

during the course of the fire fighting, i.e. for times t..<:'T we would

obtain some relation of which Fig (3A) and Fig OB) show extreme cases,

rt is di.fficult to oonceive of a r"'Tourve lying belcw the chain dotted

line which is the Locus of the end points X. The lines appearing

in Figs. (1) and (2) are such loci.

- 3 -
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If we review the meaning of a fstop· message we can argue that the type of

behaviour shown in i1g (3B) may be more realistic. Sending a stop message

implies that no more resources will be .needed. The fire is surrounded and is

not spreading _ r::learly these concepts have 1ittle r-eLevance to Fig. (3l\l:.
whi~h implies that the fire is not· spreading s i.gni fi cant.Iy throughout the time

the brigade is in attendance but the brigade is unable to send a stop message,

Whi~hever interpretation is employed for the present, the slope'of the chain

dotted line at Xis greater than the slope of the locus line expressing the

growth of the fire so that the slopes in Figs (1) and (2) give upper limits

to the growth of fire expressed' as a probability rate.

Comparison of post 1950 industrial buildings and ot~ers

A rough Gomparison between old and new buildings has been effected" by

separately analysing data for those buildings built in 1950 or later - this

date being chosen to inCllude a high proportion of buildings built to post
~ !".

war bui lding regulations. Fig (1) and Fig (4) show values of / (~jT' i~'kl'

and Ps;r for non-residential fires in 1963 reported as occurring i.n bui Lddngs

dated as 1950 or later.

Values Oft.... and"f.s and the slopes ~'""" andl\s of the rl4T and

rurves are given in Table 4.

Table 4

--_.'----..............._-
Data -fo.r ··1 963

- 4 -
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The tnitial slopes of the curves in Fig. (1) are approximately the same

as ). u + :'. S and little different for the two sets of non-residential bua Lddrrgs,

The line in Fig. (1) has a slope of 0.02 min-1.

r

r '.

Excluding the 5 per cent of fires that spread beyond the buildi~g - the

extent of this spread may of course be trivial - and the 4 per cent or so which

affect only exterior components or which are confined to common service spaces,

the proportion of fires confined to the appliance or item from which heat first

emanated is almost exactly the same in old and new bUildings.
.-

Table 5

Per cent
of total

Total
(1963)

Fires confined .!
to a~pliances i

<,1963) i
--:----+_._----

Type and age
of building

I

1 Non-residential
1 buildings

I (;'950 and~ater)
I

4210

898

29980

6078

14.0

14.8

,

1
I

I
The confinement of a fire to the appliance of origin or source of heat is

unlikely to be primarily dependent on the type of building save in so far as

newer buildings may have different or newer appliances.

The value of a (see p.2) estimates the fraction of mUlti-compartment

single storey bUild~n;s
1
involved in fire from the as sump t i.on that' F: and (;s

are the same for single and multi-storey buildings. It is 30 per cent for all

non-residential buildings of all ages and 56 per cent for post 1950 buildings

which reflects the greater tendency to single storey production units, in modern

construction The data for 1963 do in fact separate fires between single and

multi-storey buildings and the actual fractions of such single storey fires are
•33 per cent and 56 per cent which are sUfficiently ol ose enough to the above

estimates not to contradict the assumption made earlier. Later studies will deal

separately with single and multi-storey buildings and different occupancies.

The major difference between the spread statistics for buildings of all ages

and those in post 1950 buildings is that the proportion of fires stopped in the

room of origin, and floor of origin, are reduced in newer bUildings but the

proportion listed as stopped in single compartment bUildings is almost

correspondingly higher.

·Including single compar-tment bu'i Idl.ngs as single storey raises the figures to
55 per cent and 78 per cent respectively.

- 5 -
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This is presumably a refleotion of a greater proportion of such buildings.

at risk. Larger compartments at risk mean a greater potential and real loss.

'However, the vaLue of 'A "" is lower and As is higher for newer buildings than

for older buildings. Tr.9ir sum 0.022 to 0.024 min-1 is in .f'ac t slightly

greater though not nec esaar-iLy signifinantly so. These results imply that

in newer buildings the chance of spread per unit time is roughly the same.

though it tends to be more sideways than in older buildings and less upwards.

The interpretation of these results is made'diffioult by the ambiguity in

the word 'room.' This is not necessarily the same as "oompartraerrt ' whi~h is

"

reserved for an area enclosed by fire resisting aonstruntion. If such a

oompartment were divided by a non fire-resisting partition a fire on one side

of the partition could burn through it and be classed as spreading beyond the

room of origin, but With or without the partition the same fire might be

conf'Lned to the oompartment. A greater value of rS may be no more than a

consequenoe of a greater tendency to use such partitions, Fires with high

values of hI. are very likely to be larger than those' with low FIAo' but the

same is not necessarily so for differences in p}. Also these values

reflect changes in the proportion of single to multi storey buildings in

recent years.

Considerations of fire resistance

If Tf is the minimum fire resistance period in a oompar-tmenf and Tg
is the growth time to flashover We should expect that if a fire is not

controlled by the brigade it spreads out of a compartment ,with a probability

rate ;/1!r + T~) or greater if a high proportion of doors are left open.
. --1

T is of order 10 min and if T
f

taken is 30 min this rate is 0.025 mm If

T~ is 60 min the rate is 0.014 min-1 The sum for all non··residential

buildings is 0.023 mi.n.:...
1

which is '0 tlie G~'der of magnitude expected and

which reinforces the significan0e attached to this parameter. It is of

Course not yet possible to assess this way what contribution the brigade make

in reduoing this risk of spread prior to controlling the fire.

The 'duration' of fires and the probability of control

Figs (5) and (6) show details of the data on fire duration for those fires

which spread beyond the item first ignited.

It should be noted that after the region 5-15 min the curves become less

steep and a'tmo s t linear, This time corresponds roughly to the period for

whioh first aid appliances and hose-reels from the water tender are used.

Such appliances are used on about 80 per cent of fires in buildings.

, - 6 -
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the distribution of buildings
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This shows ~I!-t the o~ce of sending ~ "stop" message falls, perhaps due

to the greater relative effectiveness of first a~d appliances on small fires

than of larger jets on large fires.

It is therefore possible that the ohange of slope which corresponds to a

change in the probability of "stoppi~" the 'fire per unit time is associated

wi th this major procedural ohange in fire fighting.

In the'region 15-45 min, where the curves are almost linear the mean

chance of 'sending 'a stop message is given by the slope in Fig (5) as about
1 ' I ., ,

0.05 min-. The form of this distribution and the existenne of such a

linearity is of oourse partly a funotion of

at risk.

The limiting slope at long times' .Ln Fig (6) measurea (for fires in the

'room of origin) the chance of a, "stop",. message be,ing sent added to the chance

of a fire leaviilg the room of origin' ~y spreading. The chance in a time 6\. ,

of oontrolling a fire whioh has spread 'beyond the room of origin is not

necessarily'the same a,s that for a fire whioll has, not spread. ,Fire

fighting effort inc~OBIlOS as IDOre resouroes 'a.r~:~aned so it is not

poSSible to argue that the ohanoe of,a stop deoreases simply beoause' the

fire is bigger" This question Win be pursued elsewhere. If

provisionally we assume the chanoe~ of 'sending 'a'," stop" are the same then'

the difference in the slopes between'Fig (5) tIZldFig(6) represent the

probability of spread per min. out of the room of origin. This latter'
, ' " ' , ,'. ", 1 '

quantity can thersfore beoalculated' as very roughly 0.025 min- whioh is

very close to the'value obtained f'rom~.. + ~s./possibly fortuitously so.

The larger a fire beoomes, the more, walls, eEld',ceilings and doors the~e. ~.

are for it to penetrate and the greater the cbaace that one of thello is'
o , • ;'." •

weak. Thus it is possible that the ohanoe oI:l!pread Lnor-easea as the fire

beoomes larger. 'If' this 'is so and ,the chan~e of control remains the sW;;e

or deoreases, a "threshold", oonditio~~.maybeorossed so' that it becomes

highly probable that thet1re wiil beoome,lllUob.la.rger' and l'lill probably be
," ..

only limited by the building itself',', cSuoh ideas, have 'often been expressed

in the past. It may now become possible' to give some :quantitative guidance

on them. ,'.

The effect of attendance time ' "

One of the lIlOre obvious pos.Bible '1hfluen6e's' on, fire behaviour is the

variation' of attendance time, and Fig' (7) shows that at least for 'single

storey non-residential building there,·is sucb c.J1 effeot. The vertioal

scale is the probability that a' £'ire'which is alight at time T after

the arrival of the brigade will be cont'ined to the ro<Y.:l of origin.. . .,,~.

(Fires where the fire is out o,n arrivaJthave boen exoluded). The data

, '" 7 ". -- -
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.were subdivid.e~ into almost three equally sized groups; arrival up to 3 mins,

arrival at 3-6 mins and arrival at 6 or more minutes. There is clearly some

difference in the probability of spread for these three groups. The l(.""y,

points in each curve are based ~n very few data SO are liable 'to more

statistical variation than the iJpper values based on more data. The three

groups of fire do not however necessarily correspond to' similar fires. High

risk areas tend to have.a higher first attendanoe and lower'attendance times

than low risk areas, so this simp:lesepara.tion of the dli.ta may reflect

differences other than only in the attendance .time.· If fires were fought

from the time they were initiated the chance of ultimate spread would be very

low. It· is somenhat of a speculation to extrapolate back these l:i.nes alozlg

..the' negative time axis but .such a procedure Jl\Iggestis that the mean time at

which fires .are 1m. tiated is roughly 15-20 min at the most befcre the time

of call. Clearly this is an arguable lJrCcedure and the data need more

.detailed analysis and' discussion in re.lation to 'a proper model before B.IJ;f

such procedure could be justified. When this sub-division of the data is.'
done for particular occupancies there S8Jnot al:imys be so obvious. an effect

of attendance time.' A somewhat betterepproach might be on the following

lines.

The intercepts on .the zero time axiii are the probabilities of spread .

. irrespective ,of fir~ duration and are ,obtidned·fi.om 'the t~taln~ber of fires

in each categoJo:y. 'rhel3e totals. appear in 'lable 6~'

.• . Table 6A

Extend of fire BPr'l3a4 (Si1l81e I3torey), .

Item firl3t
~

Attendance ignited Room of· origin .Building Totaltime (Appliance) . .'
f

;

I o-} min ~82 0.21 1134- 0.62 302 0.17 . 1818 I 1 .0
!

! !
I i

4-6 min 422 0.21 1156 O.sa 402 0.20 1986 .1.0
,
!

. " j

6 'min. }14- 0.19 906 0.55 .. 440 0.26 1660. 1.0 \

8 -
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Table 6B
'r

Extent of fire spread (multi 'storey)

"

Attendance
Item first

Room' of "

time· ignited
or~gj.:n

Floor BUilding Total
(appliance) .,

, . , , . ,- ,

'O·'~~15.63~ I
..

0-3 min 11-36 0.20 3258 ,0.58. 436 0.08 808 l.q-

4-6 min 692 0.20 2076 0'.58 236 0.07 552 0.1513556 1.0

6 min 278 0.14 1026 0.53 124 0.06 512 0.27 1940 1.0

The small numbers'are the proportion (probabilities) for each catego~.

There is a noticeable difference between the data for multi-storey ,and ,single-, . r
storey buildings in that the chances of . spread are J.ittle different between the

0-3'ahd 4-6 min'categories for multi-storey building, perhaps because the

differe'nce in riSk offsets more the' dif'ferenoe in attendance time. Equally

one might argue that the'predetermined attendance times for sin~lestor.ey

buildings insuf'ficiently. compensate for variatioris in risk category. T.his,

topic wiil be i'nclud~d in later studies.

Als~ the' chance of a fire having'spread beyond' the appliance or item first

ignited in s'ingle storey buildings is much the 'same' for ali atten:dance ':t"irn'e~s,.

r't is perhaps better to 'pool these with tli~ 'fires conf':iiled to" 'the r-oom of

origin than to omit them - thOUgh their small number would not alter Fi~.(7)
\

much. It is -reasonable to assume that all fires are originally confined to the

" ,:_,.roo~ :of ~ri~n or to the, appliance and therefore the' combined probability of

not spreading beyond the room of orig{;h"is plotted ver-sus attendance time in
Fig.(8), taking the weighted mean att~nd~~e times'f~re~ch ~oup as 2'~n~

4 min and 7 min. From these data the chance ~f being confined is estimated as

being unity at an attendance time of -';6CJid:i:I~'l- 6 min is therefore an effective

mean time of growth up to the mean call time', 'if growth is measured by a

probability per unit time. This result may clearly only apply to the fires

examined here which are mainly small ones.

This procedure and this interpretation are clearly not possible for the

data in Table 6B for multi-storey buildings. An analysis will have to be made

of a smaller more homogeneous category to c~nfirm whether this approach has

anY'general validity.



It is not without interest however that the rate of increase in the

probabili ty of spreading beyond the room, measured by the slope in Fig. 8

is 0.024 min-1, which is similar to previous estimates. The·closeness of

these figures apparently indicates that prior to being controlled fire

spread in single storey buildings in the presence or absence of the fire

brigade is 1ittle different., However the evidence given here is scanty

and insufficiently analysed for such a conclusion to be adhered to firmly;
. .

The subject is introduced here merely to illustrate that fire brigade

reports might enable some quantitative conclusion on this topic to be

reached.

Conclusions

It appears that there are certain probabilities associated with fire

spread and fire 'Jontrol, for which measures can be obtained. These

.probabilities are of considerable operational significance and their

evaluation for various categories of fire, types of construction, attendance

time ·etc. is an important task. In particular the probabilities of spread

and of stopping the fire per unit time evaluated for various occupancies

and. types of fire fighting from year to year should provide a valuable

additional method of quantifying fire behaviour. The few results discussed

here are given mainly as an illustration of what use might be made of the data

on spread given by the existing fire reports. They encourage one to pursue

this approach wi th the aid of a "probabalistic" model of fire spread and fire

fighting.
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Tab: e 1

Non residentia ~ hui. icings fires (1963)

Spread eategory Title !
category !

I 1 i Exterior components "1 056

2 Applianc& (item from which 4 210
heat emanated)

3 Common service spaces 364

4 Room of origin 12 440

5 Floor of origin 844
6 Building of origin ( single- 6 548

"compartment)

7 Building of origin (multi- 1 166
! compartment single-storey)"

8 Building of ori"gin (multi- 1 912-
" coapar-tmerrt multi-storey)"

9 Building of origin (m.uJ..ti 14
oompartment storeys
unknown)

10 Unknown 12

11 Adjoining buildings 566
12 separate buildings 408

13 Other hazards" 258
14 Adjoining and separate 48

buildings

15 Adjoining buildings and other 32
hazards

16 Separate buildings and other 90
hazards

17 Adjoining and separate buildings 12
and other hazards

Total 29 980

- 1.1 -



Table 2

Extent of spread by occupancy

Industry hazard in which fire started Category
~T

f·,il

0.37

0.24·

0.10

0.18

0.05

0.12

0.09

0.19

0.13

0.02

0.10

0.24

0.06

0'.09

0.08

0.33
0.08

o. ~})

0.07

0.29

0.15

0.16

0.13

0.11

0.18

0.15

0.29

0.14

0.16

0.26

0.01

0.36

0.16

0.24

1

2

3
4

5

6

7
8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

and

Clothing, footwear, leather. fur

lood, drink, tobacco

Bri nks , p"Jtt"l'y, glass, cement etc.

Timber, furniture etc.

Paper printing and publishing

Other and unknown manufacturing
industry

Cons t ruc tdon

Gas, water and electricity

Transport and' communication

Distributive trades - retail

Distributive trades - other

Financial, professional, scientific
and miscellaneous services

Agriculture, forestry, fishing

'Kining and quarrying

I Chemicals an~ allied industry

I. Ketal manufacture, engineering
I allied industry

I Textiles

Places of public entertainment and
ancillary services

Catering hotels etc.

Public administration and defence

Residential houses

Residential flats and maisonettes

Non institutional dwellings as part of
other occupancies (inoluding farm
houses)

Private sheds and garages

Undefined, derelict and unoccupied

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

0.17

'0.12

0.14

0.07

0.08

0.14

0.15

0.15

0.14

0.06

0.07

0.05

0.07

0.09

0.19·

0.09

Not all differences are signifi.cant

.Too few data for results to be meaningful,
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Table 3

Variation in~ from year to year

Type of building 1963 1964 1965

Residential houses 0.070 0.064 0.072

Construction industry 0.129 0.114 0.131

Non-residential 0.161 0.164 0.171

- 13-



APPENDIX

The- probabilities e" and
probabilities of spreading from

fs -and the
the-room of origin

,-

"

p... .end A ,whether rei'erring to fires -that last a particular lime or

to -all-fires irrespective of the duration of the fire (in which case p... and

/>.1 are r-epLac ed. by I .. and f. respectively) refer to spread at any time in

the course of the fire, and so -;b~ includes upward spread from rooms other

than that where the fire originated. If we assume that all rooms have the

same chance as each other of spreading fire upwards (or wideways) we can

consider the schematic representation of the building as

\

~
c d

~a b floor or origin

room of origin

We exclude fires spreading beyond the building.

The zone "b" "c" and "d" may each contain more than one room but we have

no knowle~ge of the number. The approach on_ these lines was suggested by

Mr. Ramachandran.

:f.... , and from

b to d is

Hence

The chance of fire spreading from a to c is denoted by

a til b (or c to d) as is The chance of-sphiadfiig from

denoted by f.... f and downward spread is excluded.

Then the probability of a fire remaining in a is (1 - f.. ) (1

being confined to a and b is is (1 - t.... ) (1 -t"t) and to a, b,

is f" + f~ f"f (1 - f.. )
f" - f.. -\- fs 1-t (l- r--)

(\ -rs)(1- r"'r~Q-f0 (, - f---)
t~C\-f0= ts (I~~~) ('-f--f-)

f.s - 1- t"rs)f"-t L (1_ i, ,)
y.... _ ,h..... _- f.r (f.... f- r .....

~- -11: .. 1- t-J-

fs) or

c and d

- 14 -



Then ~~f ~ ~
fs ~ rs

f~ ~ r'"'-
and the asymptotic slopes of Ps and ~tLVerSUST are the same as those of

f.s and f~ respeotively.· However, additional Lnf'ormatd.on is required

be~ore ftA... and' fJ and f...f-can be separately evaluated.

- 15 -
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